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FOCUS ON FITNESS
When you hear the term “physical fitness,”
you may envision hours spent working out
and eating nothing but salad. While
exercise and eating healthy foods are part of
the physical fitness equation, so is adequate
rest. Physical fitness means living a lifestyle
based on habits that support healthy body
function and longevity.
Your lifestyle is really the only thing under
your control. A healthy lifestyle will
eventually help you reach the best
achievable weight for you – weight you can
maintain in good health.

Walking and bicycling are favorite
cardiovascular activities, but try dancing to
a video, swimming aerobically, or taking a
belly dancing class.
To increase flexibility, stretch muscles in
the car, at work, or in front of the
television. The important thing is to move
with these stretches: 1) when sitting, do
head rolls and shoulder shrugs to stretch
neck muscles; 2) link hands together and
stretch arms above the head, reaching as
high as possible to stretch out arms,
shoulders and the back; and 3) stand on
tiptoes to stretch leg muscles.

Remember the MyPyramid.gov website as a
source of personalized information about
food choices. Avoid restrictive diets, since
they lead to food cravings, failure, and guilt.

Other ways to increase your balance and
flexibility are to use an exercise ball, do
Yoga, Pilates, or Tai Chi.

Develop an enjoyable exercise program, but
exercise for the right reasons – to be healthy
and to feel good. Exercise builds selfconfidence and appreciation for your body‟s
skill and agility. Exercise also helps you relax
and feel good about your life.

Strength training is important because it
helps keep bones strong, increases
strength, and improves coordination and
balance. Free weights and resistance
bands are easy ways to increase strength.
Both are inexpensive and fun to use.

To develop a complete and balanced exercise program for a healthy body, include at
least one activity from each of the following:
cardiovascular, flexibility, and strength
training.

It's no good embarking on fitness goals
and expecting to achieve them, if you are
sleep deprived. Aim for eight hours of
sleep to increase your level of functioning.
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SPOTLIGHT ON 4-H!

EXPLORE THE WORLD WITH FOOD
Everyone eats food but the type of food we eat varies by culture. The food of a culture has
usually come about due to necessity – what foods can be grown or harvested; what animals, fish
or bugs are available; what food preparation methods are easily done; how can food be
preserved for short and long term.
The Cultural Foods Display is an exhibit in the Foodworks project. This project helps youth learn
about other cultures, including food habits. Activities can be done on an individual basis or at
club meetings. One culture can be explored in-depth or choose several cultures to get a broad
spectrum. Youth can take turns finding out about the culture and its food in particular. What
cultures to choose? Look around. Perhaps each member will explore their own cultural
background. Or maybe there is a new cultural group in the community that has interesting but
unfamiliar foods. Consider places that members have visited or would like to visit.
When learning about a culture in Foodworks, the major focus is on the
food. What are the traditional foods of the culture? Why are they
eaten? Are the foods eaten everyday or on special days? Is the food
easy to make or is it an involved and sometimes lengthy process? All of
these questions can help members find out about the food and its
people. Prepare foods from one culture or many cultures. Depending
on facilities, these foods can be prepared at a club meeting or have
members each bring a cultural food that they prepared. Actually
preparing the food helps youth get closer to the culture, particularly if
the food or preparation method is a little different than they are used to.
Taste tests are also a learning method. Be prepared for some members
who may be reluctant to try something new.
Culture also involves the clothes that are worn, the houses lived in and the celebrations so be
sure to include those topics when learning about people of our world. Invite a person from
another culture to talk at your meeting or if you are lucky, they may prepare a food with the
members.
Check out the fairbook for specific information about Cultural Foods Displays. The food should
represent the culture. Foods should be safe for display; do not exhibit perishable foods. Discuss
with your members what makes a safe food display. This display often includes items from the
culture. While these items really enhance the exhibit and are encouraged, remember that there
is a chance that something can get broken or lost so be cautious when selecting items.
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World of Family Heritage Exhibits
Have you wondered where your family came from in the world? Then
consider putting together a heritage exhibit. There are several types of
exhibits to consider when recording your personal heritage. Maybe you
have found a treasure (i.e. Civil War sword) in the garage or attic from a
great-great-great-great grandfather or heard a family story about the ship
voyage to the new world during the early 1800s. This is your chance to
document what you are learning about your family heritage.
One of the easiest ways to get started is making a family history scrapbook with pedigree/family group
sheets for two to three generations. Where do I begin my family history search? It is important to record
what you already know by visiting with family members. Then search with reliable documentation.
Here are some sources to check-out: Primary Sources (seek two different sources to verify each event) like
Government Records (birth, marriages, deaths, wills, estates, census records) or Church and Parish Records
for baptisms, marriages and burials. Secondary Sources (need to be verified with primary sources for
accuracy) include family bibles, newspaper clippings, local histories and family traditions.
One method to collect information about your family history or your community
is to conduct an interview. It is important to find a couple primary sources to
verify the information after finishing the interview. Schedule a time and have a
list of questions ready. Try to elicit feelings or more information. Put your
interviewee at ease by telling them that they will have a chance to see and
approve of anything that you write before you share it with others. Remember,
keep the interview length to no more than one to two hours at a stretch. It‟s
tiring for you and for the person being interviewed. Remember this is supposed
to be fun!
The list of projects for youth to complete with Nebraska 4-H is endless when choosing a method to
document your heritage. It is important that each exhibit has a detailed written explanation about the item.
Non-family members are not going to understand the story or the people in the photographs. Over time
the people and stories in photographs are forgotten, especially old photographs. Most families can find a
box of pictures with no names and not sure of what to do with them. Now it‟s time to start documenting
our family heritages through Nebraska 4-H.

The ideas are endless with this project area. Think about how you would like to put together your family
heritage exhibit. The new technologies today with digital photographs, video recording, and internet
research have made a genealogist‟s life easier to find and discover the past. Good luck with your research!
Remember to keep it fun.
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Rockets Blast Off
The most important part of the rocket project is choosing the right model rocket kit
for your 4-Her. All commercial model rocket kits that you purchase for this project
will have a designated skill level listed on their package. These skill levels that
manufacturers assign to models are based only on the difficulty of the rocket to
construct not the 4-H project levels (Aerospace 2, 3, or 4). When you choose a
model you will want to consider the age of the 4-Her project member. Younger or
beginning members should start at a lower skill level to allow them to gain the
skills needed to grow with the project. 4hrocketry.org lists the following
suggestions for various skill levels as designated on the rocket package.
Skill Level 1: Beginner Skill level 1 model rocket kits are a perfect first choice for modelers just
beginning the hobby of model rocketry.
Skill Level 2: Intermediate Skill level 2 models are designed to use the skills learned with skill level 1
models while teaching new skills on more complex rockets.
Skill Level 3: Advanced Skill level 3 model rocket kits extend the modelers skills with more complex
designs, requiring more time and patience to complete. Models in this category may include clusters,
multi-stages, scale, boost gliders and rocket gliders as well as helicopter recovery models.
Skill Level 4: Expert Skill level 4 model rocket kits allow the 4-H‟er to explore all of the skills he/she has
learned and apply them to the most complex models. These models require great patience and
attention to detail, often requiring the 4-H‟er to fabricate their own parts from the provided materials.
Skill Level 5: Master Beyond skill level 4, the rocketeer is expected to design their own rockets. Rocket
design software such as RockSim or SpaceCad is used to ensure the rocket will be stable and fly safely.
The software can also be used to predict altitude based on different motors.
As you are selecting the skill level of your project rocket, keep in mind the following “Do‟s and Don‟ts”:
Do‟s
·
Choose a rocket with balsa fins (laser or die-cut fins are OK).
·
Choose a rocket suitable to your skill level. Harder rockets not only take skill, but much more patience.
Don‟t overreach on skill level just because you want to build a „cool‟ rocket. It can get very frustrating
and you will become discouraged.
·
Build more than one! You can take more than one rocket to the County Fair. Start with an easier one
and work your way up.
Don‟ts
·
Don‟t choose a “Ready-to-Fly”, “E2X”, or “Quick Kit” rocket.
·
Avoid rockets with plastic fins or pre-assembled fins (“fin cans”).
·
Avoid rockets based on jet airplanes (F-15, SR-71, etc.). These have been found to be
difficult to build and very unpredictable when flying.
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Corn to Cola? Soybeans to Soaps?
.

Consider a typical day. You brush your teeth, eat breakfast, shower, head to school or work, drink
soda or juice, read an article, use an ink pen, burn a candle, feed a pet, have your vehicle serviced,
work on a hobby, and finally go to bed. Of course, there are many other things you probably do
each day, but those listed were made possible through agriculture! In fact, we could not go
through an entire day without using a product produced by a farmer or rancher. Let‟s specifically
look at just a few products produced from crops:
Corn – Feed, fuel, sweeteners, plastics, industrial uses (road de-icer & wiper fluid), medicines,
soaps/detergents, lots of foods, toothpaste, cleaners. About 4000 products in a typical supermarket
contain some product or by-product of corn.
Soybeans – Soy-Based building materials such as adhesives & insulation, candles, crayons, soy fiber
(stuffed animals, etc.), health & beauty products, lubricants & hydraulic fluids, paints & coatings,
pesticides/herbicides, plastics, printing inks, road materials, soy solvents & toner.

It is important to recognize the important role agriculture has in our economy and communicate
that message to others unfamiliar with agriculture.
ACTIVITY: An easy activity to conduct with youth in the crops project is “I Spy Corn/
Soybeans”. To conduct this activity, hide 15-20 products around a room. Hide
products listed above and others that youth would not suspect to be from corn or
soybeans. At the end of the scavenger hunt, spend at least 5 minutes discussing
what the youth found. Discuss all items they didn‟t find which actually contain
corn or soybeans. (This is really fun as they can‟t believe how much they missed!)
Have them look at ingredient labels and discuss different terms which provide
clues as what was made from corn, soybeans or wheat. i.e. Modified food starch
can refer to either corn or wheat starch in food products to help bind the food together.
COUNTY/STATE FAIR PROJECT: Create an educational display showcasing information learned.
They can start this project on-site and complete at home with more materials. To exhibit at the
fair, they need to write a one page essay about what they learned. Look at State Fair Agronomy
guidelines regarding these crops displays for further information.
MATERIALS NEEDED:
·
·
·
·
·

Poster board or wooden board (24” X 24”)
Crayons, markers, color pencils, paints
Glue, glue sticks, tape
Pictures, product labels, magazine cut outs, etc. of products containing corn or soybeans i.e. cereal
boxes, soup labels, sucker wrappers, pop cans, soap wrappers, toothpaste box, etc.
Colored paper or materials to create a display.

Further Resources:
Check out the Iowa State Crop Manuals, in which Level 1, Seedy Business provides more
information on this activity. There are four levels. These can be ordered through your local
Extension Office.

The 4-H pledge originated in the U.S., and was written by Otis
Hall of the Kansas State College of Agriculture. It was officially
SPOTLIGHT
adopted by the American 4-H program at the first National
ON … 4-H!
4-H Camp in June 1927. At the request of several states and
on the recommendation of 4-H members attending National
4-H Conference (formerly National 4-H Club Camp), the pledge was
changed in 1973 to include "my world." Their addition is the only change ever made to
the 4-H pledge.
The addition of “my world” to the pledge was extremely significant. This recognized the fact that 4-H
and its work was spreading across the globe. Today, 4-H can be found in every county in every state,
as well as the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, the
Northern Mariana Islands and U.S. Army and Air Force installations worldwide. 4-H and 4-H related
programs also exist in more than 80 other countries around the world.
To find out more information about 4-H around the world go to http://www.national4hheadquarters.gov/about/4h_atlas.htm
The addition of “my world” in the pledge also signifies how interconnected our world has become. It
is important that our 4-H‟ers understand that they are connected to the larger world in many ways.
First they can turn on any television and know what is happening across the globe instantly. The
internet has further connected us to information, access, products and services. Our world has
become smaller and globalization has made our youth become a greater part of that world.
4-H is one place youth can continue to grow in their understanding of “their world”. It was written
into the pledge to remind us that what we do is important to not only our club, our community and
our country but also to our world.

4-H! Your first class at the
university of Nebraska!
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